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The new Spinner II 6600HS centrifuge
is a highly efficient, self-contained unit
for bypass and off-line cleaning of 
industrial fluids, including hydraulic oil,
waste oil, quench oil and press oil. 
Designed with sealed, high-speed
bearings, the centrifuge is able to
process non-lubricating fluids, such 
as glycols, amines and biodiesel.

A Spinner II 6600HS centrifuge
cleans fluids better – and keeps 
fluids clean longer – than any other
filtration method. This provides big
savings through lower maintenance 
costs, improved wear protection and 
increased machinery productivity.

extenDs fluiD life

� Reduces costs of fluid, media filters 
and labor

� Keeps machinery in service longer

� Decreases component wear

� Increases overall service life of machinery

for any inDustrial fluiD aPPliCation

Spinner II centrifuges are used to clean fluids on a 
wide range of machinery. They are applied to stationary
equipment like cone crushers, drill rigs, coal pulverizers
and ball mills, as well manufacturing processes such as
quenching, grinding, honing, stamping, wire drawing, heat
treating, gun drilling, cutting, CNC machining and boring.

Industrial Fluid Applications
fluid cleaning centrifuges

Power to DeeP-Clean

A Spinner II centrifuge generates up to 2,000 G of 
centrifugal force to remove both large debris and ultra-fine
particles as small as one-tenth of a micron. Unlike barrier
media filters, the centrifuge extracts contaminants from the
oil stream and deposits them as a dense, solid cake in a
high-capacity rotor. So cleaning efficiency remains con-
stant and fluid service life can be safely extended much
longer than standard drain intervals.

trusteD, Proven

Spinner II centrifuges have provided unmatched 
fluid-cleaning performance for more than 30 years and
have been installed as first fit by more than 50 original
equipment manufacturers. They are specified on new
equipment or retrofitted to existing machinery.

To find out how they will save money and boost 
productivity for you, contact the experts at T.F. Hudgins.


